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The Service of Tenebrae, meaning “darkness” or “shadows,” has 

been practiced by the church since medieval times. We join 

Christians of many generations throughout the world in a 

prolonged meditation on Christ’s suffering. Our readings trace the 

story of Christ’s passion by exploring Jesus’ last words from the 

cross through poetry and music. As the candles are extinguished, 

we ponder the depth of Christ’s suffering and death. Through the 

return of the small but persistent flame of the Christ Candle at the 

conclusion of the service, we anticipate the joy of ultimate Easter 

victory. Please enter in silence. 

 

Prelude 

-The Christ Candle enters. 

-The Candles of Jesus’ Passion are lit. 

-The paraments are removed. 

 

The Entrance of the Cross 

Hymn  What Wondrous Love Is This? #257 

 

The Service of Shadows 

 

Overture 

 

 I. Forgiven: “Father, forgive them: for they do not know what 

they are doing.” 

-Reading of Luke 23:32-38 

-Extinguishing of the First Candle 

-Poem 

-Musical Meditation 

 

II. Remember Me: “Truly, I tell you, today you will be with me 

in Paradise.” 

-Reading of Luke 23:39-43 

-Extinguishing of the Second Candle 

-Poem 

-Musical Meditation 

 



III. Behold: “Women, behold thy son!...Behold thy mother!” 

-Reading of John 19:25b-27 

-Extinguishing of the Third Candle 

-Poem 

-Musical Meditation 

 

IV. My God: “My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” 

-Reading of Mark 15:33-39 

-Extinguishing of the Fourth Candle 

-Poem 

-Musical Meditation 

 

V. Parched: “I thirst.” 

-Reading of John 19:28-30 

-Extinguishing of the Fifth Candle 

-Poem 

-Musical Meditation 

 

VI. Finished: “It is finished.” 

-Reading of Mark 11:1-11 

-Extinguishing of the Sixth Candle 

-Poem 

-Musical Meditation 

 

VII. Surrender: “Father, into your hands I commend my 

Spirit.” 

-Reading of Luke 23:44-49 

-Extinguishing of the Seventh Candle 

-Poem 

-Musical Meditation 

 

Hymn   Were You There?  #283 

 

The Christ Candle is removed. 

 

Silent Meditation. 

 

The Christ Candle is restored. 

 

You may leave in silence once the doors to the narthex are opened. 

 



 

Please remain in the quiet of the sanctuary as long as you’d like, 

then feel free to join us downstairs in the Fellowship Hall for 

conversation and dessert. There you are invited to meet and discuss 

tonight’s service with the singer/songwriter Alex Davis and 

poet/pastor Terry Minchow-Proffitt. 
 

All of tonight’s poems are from Seven Last Words by Terry 

Minchow-Porffitt, available through Amazon. You can access 

Terry’s blog, books, and poetry at www.terryminchow-

proffitt.com. Alex Davis’s music and musings can be found at 

www.musicofalexdavis.com. He tours widely. 
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